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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we investigate the robustness of the spread
spectrum multi-carrier multiple access (SS-MC-MA) tech-
nique in uplink multicellular systems. In a first step, a
statistical characterization of the intercell interference is
carried on to model it for BER performance simulations.
Then, the impact of the intercell interference on such
a scheme is evaluated and the robustness of SS-MC-
MA system by mitigating those interferences thanks to
frequency allocation, channel coding and spreading gain
is optimized.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, some of the most promising technologies for
the air interface of the fourth generation (4G) terrestrial
systems, concerned by flexibility and very high spectrum
efficiency, are multi-carrier spread-spectrum techniques
(MC-SS). In downlink, multi-carrier code division multiple
access (MC-CDMA) combines the merits of orthogo-
nal frequency division multiplex (OFDM) with those of
CDMA [1] by spreading users’ signals in the frequency
domain, offering a strong robustness to multipath propa-
gation. However, in uplink, to reduce channel estimation
complexity, spread spectrum multi-carrier multiple access
(SS-MC-MA) has been proposed in [2]. SS-MC-MA as-
signs each user exclusively its own subset of subcarriers
according to an additive frequency division multiple access
(FDMA) scheme. Thanks to that, the base station (BS) only
has to estimate, for each subcarrier, one channel compared
to Nu for uplink MC-CDMA. Moreover, self interference
(SI) can easily be cancelled by single user detection (SD).
The reduction, for each user, of the number of subcarri-
ers with SS-MC-MA, compared to MC-CDMA, can lead to
a reduction in the exploitation of the frequency diversity. In
order to compensate for this, one can introduce a frequency
multiplexing of the users on the whole bandwidth. As an
alternative, we recently proposed in [3] to use subsets of
adjacent subcarriers and to allocate them to the different
users by applying a frequency hopping pattern (FH). In
that case, it has been demonstrated that each user benefits
as well from the frequency diversity linked to the total
bandwidth, while offering a strong robustness to user’s
oscillators frequency shifts [4]. Combined with Alamouti
space-time block code (STBC) [5], the efficiency of the
novel scheme STBC FH SS-MC-MA as a promising
system for the uplink of the future wideband wireless
networks has been successfully demonstrated in the case of
perfect and non-perfect channel estimation [6]. However,
a lot of work has still to be done concerning multicellular
aspects.
When considering the use of such techniques in cel-
lular environments, severe performance degradations due
to intercell interferences (ICI) have to be expected and
evaluated. This interference level is particularly high when
the system is operating with a frequency reuse factor of 1,
meaning that all the BSs transmit in the same frequency
band and interfere with each other.
The modelling of the ICI is the first step to get over when
looking into cellular aspects. With MC-CDMA systems, it
has been demonstrated in [7] that this interference could be
considered as gaussian and modelled by an additive white
gaussian noise (AWGN) assuming the use of scrambling
codes to decorrelate the signals from neighboring cells.
This article first focuses on the statistical characterization
of the ICI with SS-MC-MA systems and on a way to
model it for bit error rate (BER) performance calculations.
Then, the impact of the ICI on such a scheme is evaluated
and the robustness of SS-MC-MA system by mitigating
those interferences thanks to frequency allocation, channel
coding and spreading gain is optimized, assuming perfect
synchronization between cells and no communications
between BSs.
II. SS-MC-MA SCHEME DESCRIPTION
Figure 1 shows a simplified SS-MC-MA system for user
j. As already mentioned in the introduction, SS-MC-MA
adds an FDMA scheme at subcarrier level in which each
user j = 1, . . . ,Nu exclusively transmits on a subset of L
subcarriers out of a total of Nc = Nu . L. After symbol
mapping, a CDMA Walsh-Hadamard spreading process
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Fig. 1. SS-MC-MA transmitter and receiver for user j.
is applied to a defined number NL of selected complex-
valued data symbols xl, which is equal to the length L of
the spreading codes in the full-load case. Those symbols
xl can be denoted by xj,l as they all belong to user j with
SS-MC-MA.
Those NL selected data symbols are multiplied by
their specific orthogonal Walsh-Hadamard spreading code
cl = [cl,1 . . . cl,k . . . cl,L]
T and superposed with each other.
cl,k is the kth chip and [.]T denotes vector or matrix
transposition. cl is the lth column vector of the L × NL
spreading code matrix C. The resulting CDMA spread
symbol s(j) = [s(j)1 . . . s
(j)
k . . . s
(j)
L ] can be expressed as
follows:
s
(j)
k =
NL−1∑
l=0
xj,lcl,k k = 1, . . . , L (1)
The chips s(j)k of a CDMA spread symbol are then trans-
mitted in parallel over a subset of L subcarriers among Nc
proposed by the OFDM modulation. Hence, assuming that
Nc is a multiple of L, the system can support Nu spread
symbols s(j), each user possessing its own spread symbol
and its own subset of subcarriers. The chip mapping com-
ponent determines this subset. This subcarriers selection,
called frequency allocation is more deeply presented in
section V.
At the reception, the OFDM demodulation is carried
out by a simple and unique fast Fourier transform (FFT)
applied to the sum of the Nu different users’ signals. After
de-spreading and threshold comparison, the detected data
symbols xˆj,l for user j are:
xˆj,l = c
T
l GY = c
T
l GHX (2)
where Y = [y1 . . . yk . . . yL] is the vector of the received
signals, G and H are the diagonal matrices containing the
equalization coefficients for the propagation channel and
the channel coefficients respectively. In order to detect
the NL transmitted symbols xj,l, for the desired user
j, minimum mean square error (MMSE) single user de-
tection (SD) scheme is applied to the received signals.
Furthermore, UMTS turbo-coding associated with time
interleaving, not represented in this figure, are considered.
III. MULTI-CELLULAR HYPOTHESIS
When tackling with cellular aspects of wireless commu-
nication, a few assumptions have to be made concerning
synchronization, communication between BSs and inter-
ference modelling.
Perfect synchronization between cells : In our work, we
have considered a system operating with a frequency reuse
factor of 1, meaning that all the BSs transmit in the same
frequency band. Furthermore, synchronization between
cells is assumed, which means that all the BSs follow the
same uplink frame structure. With SS-MC-MA scheme,
when the delay between the different received signals is
lower than the guard interval duration, the orthogonality
between the subcarriers is kept in the receiver, if the drifts
between the oscillators frequencies are negligible.
Assuming a system with automatic gain control (AGC),
the power transmission of mobile terminals (MT) far from
their BS is bigger than the one of MTs close to it. Thanks
to that, only the MTs close to the border between two
cells will have a significant intercell interfering impact. As
those MTs are approximately localized at equal distance
from their BSs and from the neighboring one, the delay
between the interfering and useful SS-MC-MA signals
will be lower than the guard interval duration and the
orthogonality between subcarriers will be preserved.
No communication between BSs : We consider that no
information is available concerning the interfering signals
and that the system must be able to operate at full capacity.
This article will then focus on the mitigation of the cellular
interferences thanks to frequency allocation, spreading gain
and channel coding under these assumptions.
IV. NATURE OF THE INTERCELL
INTERFERENCE WITH SS-MC-MA
For each user j, the SS-MC-MA signal observed be-
fore the OFDM modulation at the transmission side is
a CDMA signal made up of chips sjk,n, that corre-
sponds to the data transmitted on a subcarrier k and
during OFDM symbol n. Constituted of a sum of NL
discrete uniform random variables, it can be considered
as gaussian with zero mean and a variance equal to
the transmitted power P , thanks to the central limit
theorem as NL grows. Moreover, cell scrambling codes
cscm = [cscm,1 . . . cscm,k+L∗n . . . cscm,L∗Nf ]
T are used
at a frame level on each cell m to decorrelate the signals
from different cells. NF is the number of SS-MC-MA
symbols per frame. Therefore, each chip can be considered
as white gaussian and expressed by:
sjk,n = (
NL−1∑
l=0
xjl .cl,k).csc(m,k+L∗n) = N (0, P ) (3)
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Fig. 2. SS-MC-MA probability density function (pdf) at the transmitter
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Fig. 4. Performance comparison with a real version and an AWGN
modelling of the interference signal; full load coded SS-MC-MA systems;
Rayleigh SISO model; MMSE SD, QPSK, channel coding rate R=1/2.
The probability density function (pdf) of the real part of
SS-MC-MA signal is presented on figure 2 and compared
to the one of the normal distribution with an equal variance.
If we now consider the received SS-MC-MA signal ob-
served after the OFDM demodulation at the reception, i.e.
after FFT process, it corresponds to the chip of a CDMA
signal weighted by a cell scrambling pattern multiplied
by the frequency response of the channel between the
interfering MT and the observed BS. Under cellular syn-
chronization assumption, on each subcarrier, the interfering
signal Ijk,f from one user j is thus in the form of a white
gaussian term weighted by a frequency channel coefficient.
Ijk,n = s
j
k,n.h
j
k,n = (
NL−1∑
l=0
xjl .cl,k).csc(m,k+L∗n).h
j
k,n
Ijk,n = N (0, P ).h
j
k,n (4)
The pdf of the real part of this signal is presented on figure
3 in the case of a Rayleigh channel. It approaches the distri-
bution of the multiplication of two discrete gaussian terms.
Figure 4 gives the BER performance of a full-load SS-
MC-MA system over a Rayleigh channel with two types
of ICIs, either the scrambled full-load SS-MC-MA signal
(true version) or the AWGN signal (modelling version).
The simulations are run with convolutional channel coding
of rate 1/2 and MMSE SD. The results are given in terms
of bit energy to noise plus interference ratio (Eb/(N0+I))
and with two fixed Eb/N0 values of 20 and 26 dB.
Although the modelling and true versions of the ICI
don’t share identical statistical characteristics (the former
is a multiplication of two white gaussian terms, the latter
a simple white gaussian term), their impact on BER
performance are the same. This can be seen by two ways.
First, with fixed Eb/N0 values, the curves with true and
modelling versions juxtapose themselves. Secondly, with
fixed Eb/(N0 + I) values, the results of the true version
with Eb/N0 equal to 20 and 26 dB are the same, under-
lying the fact that AWGN noise and intercell interference
have the same impact. We can therefore assert that for BER
performance comparison, one can model the SS-MC-MA
ICI with a simple AWGN term.
V. FREQUENCY ALLOCATION WITH SS-MC-MA
V-A. Mono-cellular criteria
The frequency allocation determines the subset of sub-
carriers on which the spread symbols’ chips from user j are
distributed. In mono-cellular systems, the optimization cri-
teria of the frequency allocation are the frequency diversity
exploitation, the resulting channel estimation complexity,
the robustness against the frequency drifts between the
different terminals oscillators.
Block Interleaved SS-MC-MA (BI) : Frequency multi-
plexing can be performed to achieve block interleaved SS-
MC-MA, denoted BI in figure 5. Basically, it distributes
the chips of a spread symbol on the whole bandwidth in
order to take benefit of the full frequency diversity.
SS-MC-MA with adjacent subcarriers subsets (AS) :
This allocation simply distributes the chips of a spread
symbol on a limited bandwidth by using subsets of adjacent
subcarriers. Those two solutions are sub-optimal. While the
former leads to an increase of the channel estimation com-
plexity and a weak robustness against oscillators frequency
drifts [4], the latter only benefits from the frequency
diversity linked to a limited bandwidth.
SS-MC-MA with AS and frequency hopping (AS FH)
As an alternative, we recently proposed in [3] to use
subsets of adjacent subcarriers and to allocate them to
the different users by applying a frequency hopping pat-
tern (FH). The FH pattern respects a simple law bi,j =
(bi−1,j + inc) mod Ns which allows each user to experi-
ment equiprobably each frequency subset, while avoiding
collisions between users. si,j is the subset index for OFDM
symbol i and user j, Ns is the number of subsets per
OFDM symbol and inc the subset index increment selected
to optimally take advantage of the frequency diversity.
In that case, it has been demonstrated that each user
benefits from the frequency diversity linked to the total
bandwidth, while offering a strong robustness to user’s
oscillators frequency shifts [4]. In [6], a low channel
estimation complexity has been proposed for this scheme.
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Fig. 5. Frequency allocation solutions plotted on the OFDM two-
dimensional frame.
V-B. Multi-cellular criteria
In multi-cellular systems, besides the previous criteria,
we also have to weigh up the interference averaging
between users for fairness considerations and the efficiency
of the spreading gain offered by the CDMA dimension in
order to mitigate the ICI.
With AS FH technique, the use of different FH patterns
between cells averages perfectly the interferences among
users but doesn’t offer any spreading gain benefits. When a
collision occurs, i.e. when two users from neighboring cells
transmit on the same subset of subcarriers, all the chips of
the interfered CDMA symbol are corrupted identically. In
the worth case, the interfering power can be equal to the
useful signal power. Assuming p the collision probability,
the BER performance results can then be expressed by :
BER = (1− p)×BEREb/N0 + p×BEREb/(N0+I)
BER ≃ p×BEREb/(N0+I) (5)
With the BI technique, on the other hand, the use
of different interleaving patterns between cells averages
perfectly the interferences among users and permits to
benefit from a spreading gain. The collisions occur on
given subcarriers during the whole frame, as represented
in figure 5, with a collision probability p. Then, only a
few chips of the CDMA symbols are corrupted. At the
despreading process, those interferences are averaged over
the whole CDMA symbol exhibiting a spreading gain. The
BER performance results can be expressed by :
BER = BEREb/(N0+p×I) (6)
SS-MC-MA with AS, FH and interleaved spreading
(AS FH ISp) : In order for the AS FH solution to take
advantage of the spreading gain and then, to benefit from
the advantages of both schemes, we propose to add to
the AS FH solution a chip interleaving before the chip
mapping. Assuming that Nf is a multiple of L, the subset
n of subcarriers, i.e. transmitted on OFDM symbol n, is
filled with the nth chips of the L CDMA symbols instead
of the L chips of the nth CDMA symbol as with AS FH.
The collisions occur subset by subset as with AS FH
but, due to the chip interleaving, only a few chips of the
CDMA symbols are corrupted as with BI. Thus, it can
benefit from the same spreading gain as with BI while
keeping the advantages of the AS FH technique and fulfill
all the mono and multi-cellular criteria.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
VI-A. System parameters
The system parameters are chosen according to the time
and frequency coherence of the channel in order to match
the requirements of a 4G mobile cellular system. The
carrier and sampling frequencies are set to 5 GHz and
57.6 MHz respectively. The FFT size equals 1024 and the
number of modulated subcarriers reaches 736. The guard
interval duration is equal to 3.75 µs and the total symbol
duration 21.52 µs. Channel coding is composed of a rate
1/3 UMTS turbo-coding followed by puncturing pattern
defined to achieve a global coding rate R of 1/2. The time
interleaving depth has been adjusted to the frame duration
made of Nf=32 OFDM symbols. With a QPSK modula-
tion, this leads to an asymptotical spectrum efficiency of
1 bit/s/Hz. We use a link level SISO channel model which
uses the BRAN E channel average power delay profile
(APDP), refering to a typical outdoor urban multi-path
propagation. The measured coherence bandwidth mono-
sided at 3 dB is roughly 1.5 MHz. Finally, when the MT
velocity is 72 km/h, the time correlation remains close to
the frame duration.
VI-B. Numerical results
All figures show the BER performance results of the
scrambled SS-MC-MA system in the presence of AWGN
ICI modelled by one user in a neighboring cell, presented
in terms of bit energy to interference ratio (Eb/I) for a
given Eb/N0.
The comparison between the two optimum frequency
allocation, AS FH and AS FH with interleaved spread-
ing ISp is presented in figure 6 without channel coding
to highlight the spreading gain benefits. Perfect channel
estimation is considered, the probability of collision p is
fixed to 1/32 and 1/8 respectively. In order for the two
solutions to share the same diversity order, the results are
presented over the AWGN channel with a Eb/N0 fixed
to 8 dB. Then, in that first step, there are no intracell
interferences called self interferences (SI) with SS-MC-
MA. In both cases, the curves behavior is shown to be
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Fig. 6. Comparison of different frequency allocation techniques without
channel coding; AWGN SISO model; full load SS-MC-MA; perfect
channel estimation, MMSE SD, QPSK, Eb/N0 = 8dB.
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embedded pilot channel estimation, MMSE SD, QPSK,R=1/2, p=1/8, MT
velocity of 72 km/h, Eb/N0 = 12dB.
suitable with the theoretical calculations. It demonstrates
that AS FH ISp solution is significantly more robust than
AS FH against the ICI without channel coding thanks to
the spreading gain.
Figure 7 shows the performance results over a BRAN
E SISO channel with Eb/N0 fixed to 12 dB, with channel
turbo coding and the embedded pilot channel estimation
presented in [6] taking into account the pilot insertion
power losses and a collision probability of p=1/8. The
two solutions still share the same diversity order thanks
to the channel coding [3] but the SI is now non-negligible
due to the selectivity of the channel. Two different cases
are evaluated. The first one considers that the Eb/I is
not known at the reception while the second assumes this
knowledge, meaning that the collision localization has been
estimated previously.
At Eb/I= 10 dB, the ICI term is negligible. As expected,
AS FH solution exhibits better results than AS FH ISp
because the SI is lower with AS FH than with AS FH
ISp. In fact, it has been demonstrated in [6] that the SI is
directly linked to the variance of the channel on which the
chips of the spread symbol are distributed. This variance
is lower with AS FH than with AS FH ISp.
Without knowing the interference power level, neither
the MMSE detection nor the channel decoding are op-
timum. The curve behavior underline the interest of the
spreading gain especially for low interference power level.
We can therefore affirm in that case, that AS FH ISp is
more robust against ICI but more sensitive to intra-cell
interferences. As the intra-cell interferences are known
within the cell, it can be more easily cancelled with a little
increase of complexity.
Knowing the interference power level and inserting it
in the confidence value calculation, MMSE detection and
channel decoding can be optimized. Channel decoding is
more efficient with AS FH as the interferences are localized
instead of being spread on all the transmitted data like with
AS FH ISp. In that case, AS FH appears to be more robust
against intra and intercell interferences without benefiting
from the spreading gain.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this article, we have first shown that the intercell inter-
ference with uplink SS-MC-MA systems can be modelled
by an AWGN signal for BER performance simulations.
Then, the robustness of SS-MC-MA systems has been
evaluated by comparing different interference mitigation
solutions. It has been demonstrated that without channel
coding, AS FH ISp solution is more robust than AS FH
against intercell interferences. On the contrary, with chan-
nel coding and optimized confidence value calculation, AS
FH is more robust on frequency selective channels against
intra and intercell interferences.
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